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Table 1 

Composition Tran- TkO Us aH.,JaT ,j.S D.Q 
sition (OK) (e.m.u./g) (Oe/deg) (erg/g deg) (cal /g) 

:\ln2GeO.12Sbo.88 AF-SP 
I , 285 16.4 3.57 X l()3 5.84 X 1()-l 0.4 

AF-F:\l : 324 23.2 3.96 X 1()3 9.2 X 1O~ 0.71 
I 

1Iln2Geo.16Sbo.84 AF-SP I 327 10.8 3.23 X 1()3 I 3.5 x l0~ 0.27 
AF-nl , 372 13.1 4.41 X 1()3 5./8 x 1~ 0.513 

~ln2Geo.2oSbo.80 AF-nl : 370 7.1 4.28 X 1()3 3.D4x 10~ 0.269 

where TkO is the transition t emperature without magnetic field , /).a the sublattice 
magnetization change, c.S the change of entropy of the spin system at transi
tion. 

From the t emperature dependence of magnetization , a(T), measured in 
strong magnetic field , it is possible to define /).a , and from the experimental 
dependence TdHk) it is easy to find (8H k /8 T k ). Then on the basis of (6) it is 
'possible to calculate the entropy change and transition heat. 'Ye haye performed 
such calculations for all inycstigated samples. Table 1 gins the calculated 
results for three compositions in which all magnetic transformations peculiar 
to the "Mn2GevSb1_ y system are observed. Using the results given in Table 1 
and the X-ray diffraction investigations of the Mn2Gel/Sb1 _ y system [8], we ha ve 
for Mn2GeO.12Sbo.ss 

.1112 _ 105 G2/ 1 tlC - 3.8x 1\'. 

Then using y = 2 X 1012 cm-1 g S2 [5] it is possible on the basis of (4) to cal
culate 

80: - = 5.9 X 104 erg/G2 A . 
oC 

Now on the basis of (5) we can define a thermal expansion coefficient of the 
lattice, (8CT /8T) = 7.7 X 10-4 A/deg, and calculate using (3) the coefficient 
(aTk/oP). For l\In2Geo.I~Sbo."" we obtain 

8T 
8; = 4.25 deg/katm . 
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